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The Communication for Governance and Accountability Program (CommGAP) is fundamentally an
advocacy program that seeks to distill and disseminate lessons learned from around the world; develop
innovative, communication‐based analytical and diagnostic approaches, conceptual frameworks and
tools to support governance reform; influence policy with respect to how governance reform programs
are designed and implemented; strengthen the discipline of communication as it applies to governance
reform; and build a community of practice around a more holistic approach to governance reform.
CommGAP is currently funded through a Multi‐Donor Trust Fund, with initial funding of £ 5 million from
the U.K.’s Department for International Development.
CommGAP was established to address three gaps that undermine the effectiveness and sustainability of
governance reform efforts: a structural gap, a process gap, and a capacity gap.
The Structural Gap – There is insufficient appreciation of the public sphere as an essential part of how to
secure good governance and accountability. While some of the constitutive elements of the democratic
public sphere are now part of the governance agenda, a framework that ties everything together and
also explores and takes advantage of the mutually reinforcing nature of the different elements of a
democratic public sphere is entirely missing. CommGAP seeks to heighten understanding of the
importance of the public sphere in supporting good governance both by influencing the policy debate
and by improving practice in the field. CommGAP’s evolving public sphere framework is intended to be a
practical guide to governments, multilateral institutions, donors, NGOs, and others working to improve
governance in developing countries.
The Process Gap – In addition to strengthening the public sphere, reform efforts require effective
processes to handle stakeholder‐related challenges including: addressing vested interests, building
coalitions, strengthening political and public will, and handling hostile or indifferent public opinion.
However, these challenges tend to be relegated by development practitioners to a black box labeled
“political economy issues” deemed too difficult or complex to address. This practice is significantly
undermining the success and sustainability of governance reform efforts. CommGAP seeks to illuminate
this black box by bringing to bear the insights of the most recent theory and practice of communication
and the allied social sciences.
The Capacity Gap – The end goal of CommGAP’s activities is to increase the capacity of researchers and
communication practitioners (be they government agencies, NGOs or private firms) in ways that will
help them develop better synergies among them and raise the level of their contribution to improving
governance in developing countries. One of CommGAP’s key goals is to foster the emerging practice of
communication for governance as a professional specialization and academic sub‐discipline. The results
of academic research are much‐needed by practitioners to improve their work, while the experience of
practitioners, in turn, fuels further research.
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COMMGAP’s APPROACH
CommGAP’s method begins at the level of practice. CommGAP starts by conducting a needs assessment
to find out directly from governance reformers what challenges they face in implementing governance
reforms. The next steps are to assess how communication and the allied social sciences can help
overcome these challenges and then to convene a multi‐disciplinary group of experts from around the
world—including leading scholars, researchers and practitioners—to share the theories, approaches and
techniques they have applied with success; pitfalls they have encountered; and lessons they have
learned.
CommGAP then synthesizes, distills, and codifies this knowledge and commissions further research and
case studies to fill any knowledge gaps. CommGAP works with key actors or communities of practice
with particular areas of expertise to fill these knowledge gaps. This collaborative approach is critical to
ensuring that the research agenda is demand‐driven. It also helps to build consensus around the
approaches CommGAP advocates. This research and knowledge will then be packaged and disseminated
globally to different audiences in appropriate formats.
CommGAP divides its work into three interrelated and mutually reinforcing program areas, each with
specific objectives:
1.

Research and Advocacy. CommGAP’s current research agenda focuses on five main areas: 1) The
Public Sphere, Media Systems and the Quality of Governance; 2) Communication for Governance
Reform; 3) Post‐Conflict and Fragile States; 4) Generating Genuine Demand with Social
Accountability Mechanisms; and 5) Communication to Support National Development and Anti‐
Poverty Strategies.

2. Training and Capacity Building. A key element here is to tap into existing platforms of learning
among international, regional and in‐country organizations that have demonstrated success and
sustainability. Specific objectives are to:
•
•

Develop and implement a world‐class Global Learning Program on Communication and
Governance to help reform managers in both development organizations and developing
countries tackle difficult challenges in governance reform; and
Provide Global Learning Program materials to other agencies and organizations around the
world and incorporate the Global Learning Program into existing training platforms to
amplify Program impact.

3. Support to Development Projects and Programs. The objective here is to test and apply innovative
approaches and techniques developed through CommGAP’s research and advocacy work program
area. The contribution communication makes to the achievement of project objectives is then
systematically and rigorously evaluated in order to learn practical lessons, refine approaches, and
share them broadly with the development community.
CommGAP’s operational activities are focused on Africa and Asia, and exclusively on the areas of
governance and accountability, such as accountability mechanisms; participatory local governance; post‐
conflict environments and fragile states; and anti‐corruption. CommGAP has developed an Evaluation
Framework that must be used in all the operations it supports in order to demonstrate results. This
Framework was developed by CommGAP in partnership with evaluation experts at the Johns Hopkins
University.
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